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Introduction
A principal problem in organic solar cells is transport of excitons to junctions where they can split to form electrons and holes. The advent of bulk heterojunction (BHJ) cells addressed this problem by creation of nano-domains of donor and acceptor material so only short exciton diffusion lengths are necessary. 1-3 4 The BHJ concept is now almost universal, although it does lead to other problems, especially in transport of electrons and holes, which limit efficiency of organic photovoltaics (OPV). It is therefore reasonable to ask: Can there be alternatives to living with short exciton diffusion lengths? The properties of conjugated chains suggest the possibility of efficient transport over long distances; at least along single continuous chains. That possibility was questioned by experiments with polyindenofluorene chains having perylenedimide caps 5, 6 that found transport to be inherently slow. On the other hand, experiments in this laboratory suggested faster transport, 7 but both results utilized relatively short chains. Healy 8 examined steady state fluorescence quenching on polythiophene chains with fullerene end traps, finding a diffusion length L D =7 nm, which is similar to exciton diffusion lengths reported in polymer films, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] which are in accord with theory. 15 The present work examines charge transfer fluorescence and exciton movement in long polyfluorene (pF) chains with naphthylimide (NI) and anthraquinone (AQ) acceptor trap groups at the ends (Chart 1, Figure 1 ). Below we report exciton transfer to trap groups at the ends of conjugated chains as a function of chain length, solvent, and end trap using steady state fluorescence. Theoretical calculations were performed using linear response time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) to gain insight into the nature of the charge transfer states and the emission solvent dependence.
Chart 1.
Polyfluorenes with naphthylimide (pF n NI) and anthraquinone (pF n AQ) end traps. R = C 6 H 13 . n = 17-127 Figure 1 . Photoexcitation produces excitons that form a charge transfer (CT) state when they reach end trap acceptors (A), and emit a photon when the CT exciton radiatively decays. Tables 1-2 report measurements of fluorescence spectra and intensities after 380 nm photoexcitation of polyfluorenes without and with end traps. The 380 nm excitation light is absorbed almost exclusively by the strong bands of pF chains to form excitons in the chains.
Results

Figure 2 and
Results reported below measure resulting fluorescence and estimate the efficiency of exciton transport to the trap groups as a function of chain length and the behavior of the excitons at the traps. The 27 polymer fractions of different lengths and caps were measured initially in all four solvents, and selected polymers were subsequently re-measured multiple times to obtain reproducibility within 1-2%. In DMF poor solubility and evidence of interchain and/or intrachain aggregation in both absorption and emission spectroscopy (Figures S1 and S2) includes smaller absorption and emission intensities, long wavelength tails in the absorption spectra and long wavelength contributions to the emission spectra. These made observations in DMF difficult to interpret, so little will be reported about the DMF results. The energy of the pF chain excitons in DMF, estimated as the energy of crossing of absorption and fluorescence spectra (Figure S3) , is lower than in other solvents, while the energy of the CT state appears to be higher, approximately equaling the energy of the pF chain states. Fluorescence emission spectra of pF chains without trap groups in THF, chloroform and p-xylene showed small, but repeatable differences in intensity and energy shown in Table 1and Figure 2a. No differences were found for uncapped pF fractions of different lengths. Fluorescence spectra of pFNI and pFAQ (both abbreviated as pFA) show emissions from both the pF chain, referred to as "chain fluorescence,"
and new emissions that will be identified as charge transfer (CT) states at the end traps (Figure 2b CT fluorescence is solvent dependent. In a given solvent the observed fluorescence spectra were well described as sums of two contributions: pF chain fluorescence and charge transfer (CT) fluorescence. CT fluorescence spectra were obtained in each solvent by subtracting the pF chain contribution from the overlapping pF chain and CT spectra (Figure 2c and 2d) . For different chain lengths the shapes of the two spectra remained the same, only the relative intensities changed. The chain and CT fluorescence intensities are plotted against chain length in Figure 3 , showing a decrease in pF chain emission intensity and increase in CT emission intensity as chain length decreases. CT emissions have the highest quantum yields and highest emission energies (are bluest) in xylene; pFNI CT emission energies shift red by 0.4 eV in THF, and slightly further red in chloroform. pFAQ CT fluorescence is observed in xylene, but is minimal in polar solvents. Evidence of pFAQ charge transfer is seen in the marked decrease in pF chain fluorescence intensity compared to uncapped pF ( Table 2 ). The reduced intensity of pFAQ CT fluorescence compared to pFNI is not indicative of less charge transfer, but of competing non-radiative decay pathways for the CT state. In DMF CT fluorescence is observed for pFNI ( Figure S2 ) at almost the same energy as in THF and chloroform.
The high energy onsets of the CT fluorescence mark the energies (origins), E 0,CT , of the CT states relative to the ground states. These onsets may be estimated by inspection of the curves in Figure 2 . Improved estimates fit the CT fluorescence spectra using an expression 23 for the Franck-Condon envelope, using an onset energy, E 0,CT , and solvent and high-frequency reorganization energies reported in Table 2 . Table 1 also compares the origins and maxima of the CT fluorescence bands with origins and maxima of CT absorption bands for anions of pFNI and pFAQ reported in THF. 22 Absolute quantum yields in selected short and long end-capped polyfluorenes for the pF chain (φ c ) and CT fluorescence per photon absorbed (φ CT /hυ) and per trapped exciton (φ CT/exT ) are reported in Table 2 . Quantum yields were determined by integrating fluorescence spectra of absorption-matched solutions, and correcting for refractive index differences between solvents.
A reported value for pF chain quantum efficiency (φ = 0.64) was used as a standard to which (φ CT/exT ) = (F exT ) (φ PF )
Charge transfer fluorescence quantum yields per trapped exciton (φ CT/exT ) for a given solvent and end trap do not change much with polymer length, but are about 15% higher in xylene than in THF and 40% higher in xylene than in chloroform and increase with increasing energy of the CT state ( Figure S4 
Density Functional Theory.
To gain further insight into the spectra, we carried out calculations using linear response time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) 26, 25, 27 in conjunction with a polarizable continuum model (PCM) for solvation 28 , as implemented in the Gaussian 09 software package 29 . Our model compounds are made up of a fluorene trimer with one end capped by an either NI or AQ group; no chain-length dependence was studied. Rather our goals are to provide some understanding of the fluorescence states and solvent dependence of the emission.
A first goal was to determine whether a computational description also finds that the long wavelength fluorescence in pFNI and pFAQ is from the end traps. Does it predict that the charge-transfer state lies lower than the excited states in pF with significant oscillator strength?
To accomplish this, we used recently developed long-range corrected (LC) functionals 30, 31 which are shown to be critical in correcting the error in conventional exchange-correlation functionals that leads to underestimation of the charge-transfer state energy. 32, 25, 33 . Table 3 presents the results from the LC-ωPBE functional that we recently found successful for polaron description in polyfluorenes in solution. 34 It shows that the first excitation in F 3 NI (F 3 AQ) has a lower energy than that in F 3 or NI (AQ), suggesting it is charge transfer transition. Furthermore, it has significant oscillator strength that would allow fluorescence. We have carried out the same calculations with a different LC functional, CAM-B3LYP 35 , and reached the same conclusion, even though the computed excitation energies and oscillator strengths differ. However, because excited state geometry optimization with LC functionals is currently not implemented, we are not able to study the emission with these functionals, but we do not expect that the charge transfer transition will go above local transitions at its optimized geometry. The fact that the charge transfer transition is indeed the lowest-lying transition in F 3 NI and F 3 AQ also means that the underestimation errors for charge transfer states in conventional functionals become insignificant to a qualitatively correct description of these states. Therefore, we used B3LYP to probe the solvent-dependence of the emission energy, with the main purpose of identifying the trend. Following the well-described procedure for such studies from Gaussian manual 29 , we were able to do TDDFT geometry optimization with equilibrium, linear-response solvation. 36, 37 It gives us the minimum energy point on the charge-transfer state potential energy surface in the solvent reaction field that corresponds to the ground state charge distribution.
Comparing the charge transfer transition energy at this point in Table 4 , a clear, albeit rather small, red shift is seen for the transition energy when the solvent changes from p-xylene to THF.
More drastic solvent dependence of the emission energy, which was seen experimentally, can be expected with a state-specific equilibrium solvation of the excited state 38, 39 , as also described in the manual. 29 These calculations, however, could not converge for the charge transfer states that we are interested in. The equilibrium solvation effects of charge transfer states can also be probed by combining constrained DFT 40 and PCM. 41 Here we attempt a different strategy 42 in which the lowest triplet state, as calculated by unrestricted DFT, is used to approximate the charge distribution of the charge transfer state and hence, the equilibrium solvation effects. The
Mulliken charge of the acceptor group in the triplet state (Table 4) indicates that such an approximation works better for F 3 AQ than for F 3 NI, as could be anticipated from the greater CT character of the pFAQ triplet. 43 The equilibrium solvation effect in F 3 AQ triplet is also stronger than in F 3 NI triplet and agrees better with the experimentally observed shift of the emission energy. respectively. Therefore, the ground state and the charge transfer state become, to the first order,
The transition dipole moment between these two states is then, again to the first order,
where µ 0 is the transition dipole moment between |pFA〉 and |pF + A -〉, ∆µ is the difference between the permanent dipole moments of |pF + A -〉 and |pFA〉, and µ* is the transition dipole moment between |pFA〉 and |pF*A〉. µ 0 depends on overlap between the initial and final states and is usually small for CT transitions. In the present case TDDFT calculations indicate that the CT states are principally (90%) composed of configurations consisting of the HOMO and LUMO shown in Figure 5 . The small overlap between these orbitals will make µ 0 small. When E ct is much larger than V, the second term is also small. In eq 3 the third term, which can be viewed as charge transfer state borrowing the intensity from local excited state, depends critically on the energy gap between the local excited state and the charge transfer state. The theory of intensity borrowing therefore predicts that radiative rates for fluorescence from the CT states will decrease as the energy of the CT state decreases. It explains why charge transfer fluorescence increases with lower solvent polarity because of the raised charge transfer state energy of pFA. The difference between pFNI and pFAQ may also be attributed to the fact that the former has a higher E ct , assuming similar coupling strengths. Table 3 and the orbitals involved in Figure 5 . intensity, possibly due to rapid non-radiative decay. Alternatively, the electronic coupling may be weak between the fluorene and PERY units. The NI and AQ end groups are directly conjugated to the pF chains, so V* in eq 3 is large. Eq 3 therefore predicts strong intensity borrowing resulting in strong transition moments for radiative decay of the CT states of pFNI and pFAQ. In PFP the fluorene is bonded to PERY at the diimide nitrogen without direct conjugation. V* is therefore much weaker in PFP, so eq 3 predicts much less intensity borrowing and slow radiative decay. V* may be weakened further by the likelihood of a large dihedral angle between fluorene and PERY; a twisted conformation is supported by their UV-vis absorption spectra. The pFNIs in our study have stronger electronic coupling through conjugated bonds between the pF chain and the NI end cap, and the linkage at the NI aromatic ring rather than at the PERY saturated nitrogen bonds enables more overlap between the NI and pF subunits.
Their system also differs from ours in that the PFP "chain" is very short; just one fluorene.
Therefore, there is no need for transport. This distinction suggests evidence of delocalization of the positive charge in our molecules over several pF repeat units in the CT state. There is less
Coulomb attraction in pFNI with the delocalized positive charge than in PFP.
Chart 2. Structure of PFP. 2,7-bis(N-(1-hexylheptyl)-3,4:9,10-perylene-bisimide-N'-yl))-9,9-didodecylfluorene. Table 2 and Figure 3 show that chain length is the primary factor form polarons reported to be 5 repeat units in length based on convergence of fluorescence spectra of oligomers. 34 From evidence noted above we may expect that excitons diffusing in the pF chains will be captured in every encounter with a trap group: capture will be diffusioncontrolled. Below the results will be used to examine this assumption. If excitons diffuse randomly along pF chains with diffusion-controlled capture at the traps, decay by reaction with the traps is expected 7 to follow the known solution 47, 48 for diffusion with diffusion coefficient D to the ends of rods of length L. Eq 5 gives the probability, P(t), that a randomly diffusion exciton has survived capture by the traps. Integration of eq 5 over t would give the fraction of chain fluorescence, F c , reported in Table 2 . Eq 5 will be used below to describe homogeneous diffusion, but we note that the rate of decay might be approximated as a single exponential function with rate e -k f *t . If it behaves as onedimensional diffusion to the end traps, the decay is multi-exponential. For an exciton of length l ex the principal exponential, k p , varies with the diffusion coefficient and the square of the length for chains with traps at both ends:
Transport to traps.
Data in
We refer to this as a "homogeneous diffusion model" because eq 5 assumes that diffusion occurs with a diffusion constant, D, that is the same along the entire chain: the chain is homogeneous without significant defects that can disturb the diffusive motion. For a point particle (exciton of zero length) eq 6a becomes k p =π 2 D/(L) 2 . Decay would be 4 times slower for chains with traps at one end compared to two ends:
With the approximation of a single exponential rate to the traps, k p , these relations along with the known fluorescence lifetime of k f -1 =400 ps can be used to predict the integrated fraction of excitons not captured, F c . While the integrated form of eq 5 will be used below, eq 7 gives a simplified form of reasonable accuracy.
F c from integration of eq 5 can be compared to measured values of F c reported in Table 2 .
A complication is that not all chains have the intended two trap groups. Recently the completeness of end capping was determined by measurements of triplet capture in the pFNI and pFAQ length fractions used here. 49 The long lives of the triplets allowed them to move over the entire length of the chains. NMR measurements compared to multiangle light scattering (MALS) measurements were averaged over lengths giving a second measurement of P cap , which was accurate for shorter lengths (n<60 repeat units). Results of the two methods agreed to yield P cap ,= 0.73±0.1 for pFNIs and 0.63±0.12 for pFAQ. P cap showed a small variations with length, but these were within the uncertainties of the measurements. Here we will assume these values do not depend on length. Assuming random capping (one end does not know about the other during synthesis), the fractions of chains with two, one and zero trap groups are P 2 = P cap 2 , P 1 = 2P cap (1-P cap ) and P 0 = (1-P cap ) 2 .
We follow Healy 8 in integrating diffusion equations over distributions of lengths in each polymer fraction. Figure 7a) shows a fit of F c with length in pFNI, with F c determined by integration of eq 5 in which each data point is averaged over the distribution of lengths in that polymer fraction using the distributions from MALS given in Figure 7b ). The weight fraction distribution is used as longer chains have a higher probability of absorbing a photon to form an exciton. Using the measured P cap =0.73, 49 the fit describes the data well giving D=0.037 ±0.004 cm 2 /s, where uncertainties are from fits. The fit results are given as points that compare well to the measurements. The dashed line in Figure 7a ) shows a similar fit without averaging over distributions of length. For each of the nine points the length L in eq 5 is set to the average length for that polymer fraction. The resulting dashed line gives a poor description of the data, highlighting the need to consider the polymer length distributions. Figure S5 shows similar fits for a range of values for completeness of capping, P cap . These fits, which do not take length distributions into account, give reasonable descriptions only with P cap =0.5-0.6, which is far lower than the previously reported value. An important aspect of the present results is that the exciton transport does not seem to be influenced by changes in the polarity the medium or whether it contains saturated or π bonds.
While it is conceivable that effects of these different properties might partly cancel, the similarity of results in the three solvents implies that exciton transport is nearly independent of these properties.
While the homogeneous diffusion model described appears to explain measurements of exciton capture here and those by fullerene traps on polythiophene chains, 8 other types of measurement of excitons in polymer chains are often interpreted by assuming that the chains are not homogeneous but are divided into segments. The picture in Figure 8 also defines a type of diffusional capture length n c in repeat units derived from the fractions of chain fluorescence in a chain of length n units as n c =n(1-F c )/(2P cap 2 +2P cap (1-P cap )) and l c =0.83n c for pF chains. Figure 9 plots the capture lengths (per trap group) defined in this way for data in pFNI and pFAQ chains. These capture lengths are small for shorter chains, being confined by chain lengths. For longer chains they approach the diffusion length, L D =34 nm estimated above. that exciton diffusion occurs readily along the chain, but is halted by a defect. With this assumption, the traps capture excitons formed in the segments of length n def near the traps, but excitons formed at longer lengths can not be captured. n def is therefore the distance from the trap to the nearest defect. n def is not constant. It is different for each chain determined by probability.
Assuming that the defects are randomly placed with an average density ρ d (and average spacing of ρ d -1 ) then the probability that the defect nearest to a trap is located η repeat units from the trap In eq 8 κ=1 for a singly capped chain; the n-η units farther than the defect fluoresce normally and the η units near the trap group are quenched by the factor k f /( k f + k p ). The principal exponential, k p , is related to the exciton diffusion coefficient, D, by eq 6b, to describe diffusion in a segment with a trap group at one end and a reflecting defect at the other. For a doubly capped chain, κ=2, eq 8 approximates η 1 + η 2 =2η. This will underestimate exciton capture because for different lengths to the first defect (η 1 ≠ η 2 ) there could be more capture. known. The L D =34 nm found here substantially exceeds diffusion lengths near 7 nm in polymer films, 9-14 also 7 nm for transport along polythiophene chains 8 and 20 nm found in crystalline poly-(3-hexyl)thiophene (P3HT) domains. 52 It may therefore be a record-setting diffusion length for singlet exciton transport in organic polymers.
Experimental Section
Chemicals. Tetrahydrofuran, xylene, chloroform, dimethylformamide, and polystyrene were used as received from Aldrich. The synthesis of pF 24 to pF 136 , pF 21 NI to pF 117 NI, and pF 17 AQ to pF 127 AQ was described previously. 22, 53 . (Table S1 ). DMF maxima are red shifted (398-410nm) and broader ( Figure S1 ); xylene maxima are blue shifted (381-387nm). Extinction coefficients range from 1 x 10 6 to 4 x 10 6 M -1 cm -1 . Corrected steady state fluorescence emission Figure S1 . Steady state UV-vis absorption spectra for pF 28 , pF 22 NI, and pF 24 AQ in THF, xylene, and DMF in 1 cm pathlength quartz cells. 3 x 10 -7 M concentration based on sample mass and MALS average mw. Chloroform spectra, not shown; are almost identical to THF spectra. Note intensity differences among pF, pFNI, and pFAQ spectra in a given solvent. The absorption (and emission) blue shift in xylene is likely due to an increased dihedral angle between monomers, causing reduced pi overlap and a shorter effective conjugation length. 1 In DMF the absorption peak shifted red and broadens, which could signal longer conjugation length and more planarity between monomers. Samples in DMF have lower absorption at a given concentration than THF or xylene samples, and lower fluorescence than THF or xylene samples with the same absorption at the excitation wavelength, indicating inter-or intra-chain aggregation.
2,3
Figure S2. Steady state fluorescence of pF, pFNI, and pFAQ in DMF. Note pF intensity is 30-40 times smaller in DMF than in xylene, chloroform or THF. In pF 26 NI, pF chain intensity is zero and only (pF + NI -) charge transfer fluorescence is observed. In pF 26 NI, (pF + NI -) charge transfer fluorescence intensity is ~37 times smaller in DMF than in THF. pFAQ shows little pF chain fluorescence and no charge transfer fluorescence. The fit (black dashed line) for pF 26 NI in DMF gave E 0 CT = 2.85, λ s = 0.38 eV, and λ v = 0.14 eV using eq S1.
Equation S1
4 describes the contour of a charge transfer band (S1 . The observed fraction of chain fluorescence, F c , with fits to the homogeneous diffusion model (eqs 5-6) for pFA in xylene, THF, and chloroform with varying capping fractions. These fits like that if Figure 7a ) use the average lengths of each polymer fraction, not taking into account the distribution of lengths in each polymer fraction. P cap is the probability that a chain end has a trap group. include averaging over the distribution of lengths for each polymer fraction as in Figure 7b ).
